Upper School Film and Discussion Series:  
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day and Black History Month

Launched on Martin Luther King, Jr. Day and continuing throughout the month of February, Upper School students, faculty, and staff are gathering each week for a film and discussion series unpacking different parts of Black life and experience in America. Students are engaging in meaningful conversations connecting current and historical events to their lives at Newman, all while enjoying delicious dinners from local Black-owned restaurants.

Films:
- *Do the Right Thing*
- *Lynch: A History*
- *All In: The Fight for Democracy*
- *TIME*
- *Judas and the Black Messiah*
- *Thunder Soul*

Black-Owned Restaurants:
- *Dooky Chase’s Restaurant*
- *Barrow’s Catfish*
- *Loretta’s Pralines*
- *Boswell’s Jamaican Grill*
- *Johnny’s Jamaican Grill*
- *Lil’ Dizzy’s Cafe*
- *The Cupcake Collection*
- *Nola Cookie Co.*